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Network Planning Body

Needs Identification

Pre-tender Planning

Identify asset replacement, compliance or
customer connection driven projects that
meet the early competition criteria

Support for any market or bidder engagement
in regard to the technical specification

Challenge TO or third party proposed
NOA options to help ensure the
best value options are identified

Articulation of
the network
need for the
technical
specification

Seek stakeholder input into the NOA
planning process (this would supersede
the Interested Persons Options process)

Market engagement and
networking events about
the upcoming tender

Procurement Body

Undertake market sounding
to set financial parameters
for commercial evaluation

Evaluation of whether
bids meet the network
needs required in the
technical specification

Tender
launch
Define bid
evaluation
criteria

Support the counterparties
in the development of
commercial agreements
and licence documentation

Feasibility studies for
integration of potential
solutions with existing
network or proposals
seeking to connect to
the network as part of
the tender process

Procurement and commercial
model adjustments

Inform Procurement
Body of policy aims

Approval of which
network needs
should be subject
to competition

Final approval to
launch tender

Consulted/informed
of any final licence/
contract terms, which
are the output of any final
negotiations at this stage

Approves tender
documentation
including PPWCA
guidance and
methodology

Approver

Incorporates lessons learnt
into network planning
Ad-hoc or periodic review of
underlying need in exceptional
circumstances e.g. where as a
result of (or which may require)
material changes

Reassess the underlying need for
the project, which feeds into the
final project recommendation
Makes final project needs
case recommendation, which
includes output from network
need assessment, PPWCA,
debt competition

Implements asset into
network plans once solution
is operational

Analyses end of life options

Extension
Extending the
revenue term
with the
successful bidder

Informed of final project
needs case recommendation

Makes Preferred Bidder
recommendation

STAGE GATE 2

End of Revenue Period Options

Conduct a lessons learnt
review of out turn costs,
including benchmarking and
data collection

Oversees debt
competition run by
Preferred Bidder

Final negotiations

STAGE GATE 1

Operation

Network Planning Body
need updated costs from
cost assessment process
(feed into NOA)

Delivers the
procurement process in
line with documentation

Recommends proposed
projects to enter
into early competition

Solution Delivery

Carries out tender process
(PQ, ITT stage 1, ITT stage 2),
including specifying
security requirements

Preparation of resources
for procurement process
Procurement
strategy wording

Preliminary Works

Provision of network modelling tools or
alternatively, a modelling service to bidders

Support the
reassessment
of projects against
the criteria at
Stage Gate 2

Recommend which NOA options
meet the eligibility for early
competition (Stage Gate 1)

Kept informed of work
and outcomes relating
to network needs and
strategic overview etc.

Qualification & Tender

Incorporates lessons
learnt during this stage
into procurement process
Oversees Financial Close
(lock in rates etc.)

Standstill period from
when recommended
bidder is approved and
licence/contract is issued

Expiry
Allowing the
revenue term
to simply
conclude with the
successful bidder

Whether Preferred
Bidder can comply
with requirements
set out in Licence

STAGE GATE 4
Approval to proceed
with solution
delivery once all
final information is
available.
Including information
on final project
needs case

STAGE GATE 3
Approves
Preferred Bidder

Approves
‘standard’ Licence/
Contract terms

Check on whether the implementation of the tender exercise is fair and transparent

Approval of any
project specific
changes to code
or other party’s
Licenses as a result
of the competition

STAGE GATE 5
Approve end of life
options: extension,
expiry, retender or
decommissioning

Oversight Activities

Re-tender

Check at specified milestone(s) whether a project continues to be in the best interest of consumers

Licence Counterparty

Start development of Licence – standard terms and refinement for winning bidder

Manages Licence obligations and
requirements agreed during this period

Manages Licence obligations
and requirements agreed
during this period

Manages Licence obligations
and requirements agreed
during this period

Running a new
tender in anticipation
of the end of the
revenue term with
the successful
bidder

Issues Licence once
tender has concluded

Determine PPWCA
principles

Contract Counterparty

Both

Approves any amendments
to Licence as a result of any
final negotiations
Support Procurement
Body by creating tender
documentation (standard
Licence/Contract Term)
and process in relation
to acquiring a licence or
contract

Commercial input, in part,
into any procurement
process documentation

Determine PPWCA
competition specific
updates

Decommissioning

Cost assessment
(PPCWA) carried
out (including
assessing detailed
design and enacted
by counterparty
(committing of
underlying costs)

Security put in place,
with the appropriate
party, before contract/
licence award
Approves any amendments to
contracts as a result of any final
negotiations

Decision
maker on
any TRS
adjustments
(e.g.
incoming
adjusting
events)

Enacts any changes
as a result of final
project needs case,
PPWCA and any
changes resulting from
the debt competition.
Also financial close
where TRS value etc.
are locked in and
changes to the
Licence/Contract
are made

Decision
maker on
any TRS
adjustments
(e.g.
incoming
adjusting
events)

Decommissioning
the successful solution
at the end of the
revenue term

Discuss end of
contract/licence
options with successful
bidder and other
relevant parties

Issues contract once
tender has concluded
Manages contract obligations and
requirements agreed during this period

Manages contract obligations
and requirements agreed
during this period

Manages contract obligations
and requirements agreed
during this period

Payment of revenue once solution
is commissioned through existing
arrangements (TNUoS or BSUoS)
for the duration of the revenue
period
Payment Counterparty

Payment of any termination amount
to the successful bidder in the
event the project is terminated,
in certain circumstances

Payment of any agreed
preliminary works revenue

Payment of any termination amount
to the successful bidder in the
event the project is terminated,
in certain circumstances

Payment of any agreed
solution delivery revenue

Holds availability incentive and
decommissioning security as
and when required
Stop paying revenues
at the end of the TRS
Payment of any termination
amount to the successful
bidder in the event the
project is terminated,
in certain circumstances

Key:
PQ = Pre-Qualification
ITT = Invitation to Tender
NOA = Network Options Assessment

PPWCA = Post Preliminary Works Cost Assessment
TRS = Tender Revenue Stream
TNUoS = Transmission Network Use of System charge

BSUoS = Balancing Services Use of System charge
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